
WORLD HERITAGE  
COMMEMORATION  

OPEN HOUSE

Welcome!

9 A.M.–NOON 
REMNANTS WALKING TOUR

Join one of our expert historians and 
storytellers, Jeff Gill, for a journey through 
the Newark Earthworks! He will take you 
on a tour of the remnants of this once four-
square mile complex of earthen walls and 
geometric enclosures that, in the words 
of Squier and Davis (1848), “can now be 
traced only at intervals, among gardens 
and outhouses.” Enjoy an autumn walk and 
learn about the history of how the Newark 
Earthworks have been preserved for the last 
2,000 years!

9–9:45 A.M.  
A STATIONARY HISTORY  
OF THE NEWARK EARTHWORKS

Maybe you don’t feel up to a 3-hour walking 
tour—that’s okay! A Newark Earthworks 
interpreter will pick up where Jeff Gill left 
off. Join us at the Great Circle Museum to 
learn about the many stories the Newark 
Earthworks have to tell and how they have 
been stewarded by locals of the area for 
thousands of years!

Thank you for joining us in commemorating the Newark Earthworks 
as part of the eight Hopewell Ceremonial Earthworks sites, which 
were recently added to the UNESCO World Heritage list. We have 
a full day of interpretive and educational programming planned, 

including panel talks, tours and more. 



10–10:45 A.M. 
FILLING IN THE DETAILS: 
ARCHAEOLOGY OF HOPEWELL 
EARTHWORKS & SITES IN OHIO

Join us as we gather a panel of archaeologists 
to chat about how we know what we know 
about the Hopewell Ceremonial Earthworks 
and the people that created and gathered in 
these spaces 2,000 years ago, and what we 
hope to learn in the future.

11:15 A.M.–12:15 P.M. 
NEWARK EARTHWORKS TOURS:  
THE OCTAGON & THE GREAT CIRCLE

Join a tour at either one of our sites for an 
immersive experience of these earthwork 
complexes! Please note these tours are in 
different locations and that this is a special day 
of the year when the Octagon is fully accessible. 
The Great Circle is open and accessible year-
round. You will have the chance to join another 
tour of the sites at 2 p.m.!

•  The Great Circle  
455 Hebron Rd., Heath, OH 43056

•  The Octagon 
125 N. 33rd St., Newark, OH 43055

1–1:45 P.M. 
COMMEMORATING THE  
JOURNEY TO WORLD HERITAGE

The pathway to achieving World Heritage 
status for eight Hopewell Ceremonial 
Earthwork sites in Ohio has been years 
in the making! Join us for a chance to 
acknowledge the hard work and passion of 
many people that made this a possibility 
and what this means for the history and 
preservation of these sites in the future.

2–3 P.M.
NEWARK EARTHWORKS TOURS:  
THE OCTAGON & THE GREAT CIRCLE

Join a tour at either one of our sites for an 
immersive experience of these earthwork 
complexes! Please note these tours are in 
different locations and that this is a special day 
of the year when the Octagon is fully accessible. 
The Great Circle is open and accessible year-round.

•  The Great Circle  
455 Hebron Rd., Heath, OH 43056

•  The Octagon 
125 N. 33rd St., Newark, OH 43055

3:30–4:30 P.M. 
WHAT WORLD HERITAGE MEANS & 
HOW YOU CAN PLAY A ROLE

You might be wondering, “What’s the big 
deal with World Heritage? Why should this 
matter for us Ohioans and local community 
members?” Join our panel of experts to 
learn how achieving World Heritage will be 
meaningful to us all and how you can be a 
part of preserving these sacred spaces.
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